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Motivation for Traffic ModelsMotivation for Traffic Models
In order to predict the performance of a In order to predict the performance of a 
network system, we need to be able to network system, we need to be able to 
“describe” the “behavior” of the input traffic“describe” the “behavior” of the input traffic

Often, in order to reduce the complexity, we classify Often, in order to reduce the complexity, we classify 
the user behavior into classes, depending on the the user behavior into classes, depending on the 
applicationsapplications
Sometimes, we may be even able to “restrict” or Sometimes, we may be even able to “restrict” or 
shape the users’ behavior so that they conform to shape the users’ behavior so that they conform to 
some specificationssome specifications

Only when there is a traffic model is traffic Only when there is a traffic model is traffic 
engineering possibleengineering possible
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An exampleAn example
Executive participating in a worldwide 
videoconference
Proceedings are videotaped and stored in an 
archive
Edited and placed on a Web site
Accessed later by others 
During conference

Sends email to an assistant
Breaks off to answer a voice call
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What this requiresWhat this requires
For video

sustained bandwidth of at least 64 kbps
low loss rate

For voice
sustained bandwidth of at least 8 kbps
low loss rate

For interactive communication
low delay (< 100 ms one-way)

For playback
low delay jitter

For email and archiving

reliable bulk transport
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Traffic managementTraffic management
Set of policies and mechanisms that allow a 
network to efficiently satisfy a diverse range of 
service requests
Tension is between diversity and efficiency

Traffic management is necessary for providing 
Quality of Service (QoS)

Subsumes congestion control (congestion == loss of 
efficiency)
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Time Scale of Traffic ManagementTime Scale of Traffic Management
Less than one round-trip-time (cell-level)

Perform by the endPerform by the end--points and switching nodespoints and switching nodes
Scheduling and buffer managementScheduling and buffer management
Regulation and policingRegulation and policing
Policy routing (datagram networks)Policy routing (datagram networks)

One or more round-trip-times (burst-level)
Perform by the end-points
Feedback flow controlFeedback flow control
RetransmissionRetransmission
RenegotiationRenegotiation
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Time Scale (cont.)Time Scale (cont.)
Session (call-level)

End-points interact with network elements
SignalingSignaling
Admission controlAdmission control
Service pricingService pricing
Routing (connectionRouting (connection--oriented networks)oriented networks)

Day
Human intervention
Peak load pricingPeak load pricing

Weeks or months
Human intervention
Capacity planningCapacity planning
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Some economic principlesSome economic principles
A single network that provides heterogeneous QoS is A single network that provides heterogeneous QoS is 
better than separate networks for each QoSbetter than separate networks for each QoS

unused capacity is available to othersunused capacity is available to others

Lowering delay of delayLowering delay of delay--sensitive traffic increased sensitive traffic increased 
welfarewelfare

can increase welfare by matching service menu to user can increase welfare by matching service menu to user 
requirements requirements 
BUT need to know what users want (signaling)BUT need to know what users want (signaling)
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Principles appliedPrinciples applied
A single wire that carries both voice and data is more A single wire that carries both voice and data is more 
efficient than separate wires for voice and dataefficient than separate wires for voice and data

ADSLADSL
IP Phone IP Phone 

Moving from a 20% loaded10 Mbps Ethernet to a 20% Moving from a 20% loaded10 Mbps Ethernet to a 20% 
loaded 100 Mbps Ethernet will still improve social loaded 100 Mbps Ethernet will still improve social 
welfarewelfare

increase capacity whenever possibleincrease capacity whenever possible
Better to give 5% of the traffic lower delay than all Better to give 5% of the traffic lower delay than all 
traffic low delaytraffic low delay

should somehow mark and isolate lowshould somehow mark and isolate low--delay trafficdelay traffic
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The two campsThe two camps
Can increase welfare either byCan increase welfare either by

matching services to user requirements matching services to user requirements oror
increasing capacity blindlyincreasing capacity blindly

Which is cheaper?Which is cheaper?
depends on technology advancementdepends on technology advancement
User behavior/expectation/tolerance  User behavior/expectation/tolerance  
small and smart vs. big and dumbsmall and smart vs. big and dumb

It seems that smarter ought to be betterIt seems that smarter ought to be better
otherwise, to get low delays for some traffic, we need to give otherwise, to get low delays for some traffic, we need to give all trafficall traffic low low 
delay, even if it doesn’t need itdelay, even if it doesn’t need it

But, perhaps, we can use the money spent on traffic But, perhaps, we can use the money spent on traffic 
management to increase capacitymanagement to increase capacity
We will study traffic management, assuming that it matters!We will study traffic management, assuming that it matters!
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Telephone traffic models (Call)Telephone traffic models (Call)
How are calls placed?How are calls placed?

call arrival modelcall arrival model
studies show that time between calls is drawn from an studies show that time between calls is drawn from an 
exponentialexponential distribution distribution 
call arrival process is therefore call arrival process is therefore PoissonPoisson
memorylessmemoryless: the fact that a certain amount of time has passed : the fact that a certain amount of time has passed 
since the last call gives no information of time to next callsince the last call gives no information of time to next call

How long are calls held?How long are calls held?
usually modeled as usually modeled as exponentialexponential
however, measurement studies (in the midhowever, measurement studies (in the mid--90s) show that it is 90s) show that it is 
heavy tailed heavy tailed 

A small number of calls last a very long timeA small number of calls last a very long time
Why?Why?
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Exponential/Heavy Tail DistributionExponential/Heavy Tail Distribution

Exponential Distribution: P(X>x) = eExponential Distribution: P(X>x) = e--x/3 x/3 

Pareto Distribution: P(X>x) = xPareto Distribution: P(X>x) = x--1.51.5

Means of both distributions are 3Means of both distributions are 3
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Packet Traffic Model for VoicePacket Traffic Model for Voice
A single voice source is well represented by a two state A single voice source is well represented by a two state 
process: an alternating sequence of active or talk spurt, process: an alternating sequence of active or talk spurt, 
follow by silence periodfollow by silence period

Talk spurts typically average 0.4 Talk spurts typically average 0.4 –– 1.2s1.2s
Silence periods average 0.6 Silence periods average 0.6 –– 1.8s1.8s
Talk spurt intervals are well approximated by exponential Talk spurt intervals are well approximated by exponential 
distribution, but mot true for silence perioddistribution, but mot true for silence period
Silence periods allow voice packets to be multiplexed Silence periods allow voice packets to be multiplexed 
For more detail description, take a look at Chapter 3 of For more detail description, take a look at Chapter 3 of 
“Broadband Integrated Networks”, by “Broadband Integrated Networks”, by MischaMischa Schwartz, Schwartz, 
1996.1996.
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Internet traffic modelingInternet traffic modeling
A few apps account for most of the trafficA few apps account for most of the traffic

WWW, FTP, EWWW, FTP, E--mailmail
P2PP2P

A common approach is to model apps (this ignores A common approach is to model apps (this ignores 
distribution of destination!)distribution of destination!)

time between app invocationstime between app invocations
connection durationconnection duration
# bytes transferred# bytes transferred
packet interpacket inter--arrival distributionarrival distribution

Little consensus on modelsLittle consensus on models
But two important featuresBut two important features
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Internet traffic models: featuresInternet traffic models: features
LAN connections differ from WAN connections

higher bandwidth usage (more bytes/call)higher bandwidth usage (more bytes/call)
longer holding timeslonger holding times

Many parameters are heavyMany parameters are heavy--tailedtailed
examplesexamples

# bytes in call (e.g. file size of a web download)# bytes in call (e.g. file size of a web download)
call durationcall duration

means that a means that a fewfew calls are responsible for most of the trafficcalls are responsible for most of the traffic
these calls must be wellthese calls must be well--managedmanaged
also means that also means that eveneven aggregates with many calls not be smoothaggregates with many calls not be smooth
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Traffic classesTraffic classes
Networks should match offered service to source Networks should match offered service to source 
requirements (corresponds to utility functions)requirements (corresponds to utility functions)

Telephone network offers one single traffic classTelephone network offers one single traffic class
The Internet offers little restriction on traffic behavior The Internet offers little restriction on traffic behavior 

Example: telnet requires low bandwidth and low delay Example: telnet requires low bandwidth and low delay 
utility increases with decrease in delayutility increases with decrease in delay
network should provide a lownetwork should provide a low--delay servicedelay service
or, telnet belongs to the lowor, telnet belongs to the low--delay delay traffic classtraffic class
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Traffic classes Traffic classes -- detailsdetails
A basic division: A basic division: guaranteed serviceguaranteed service and and best effortbest effort

like flying with reservation or standbylike flying with reservation or standby
GuaranteedGuaranteed--serviceservice

utility is zero unless app gets a minimum level of service utility is zero unless app gets a minimum level of service 
quality: bandwidth, delay, lossquality: bandwidth, delay, loss
openopen--loop flow control (e.g. do not send more than x Mbps) loop flow control (e.g. do not send more than x Mbps) 
with admission controlwith admission control
e.g. telephony, remote sensing, interactive multiplayer gamese.g. telephony, remote sensing, interactive multiplayer games

BestBest--efforteffort
send and praysend and pray
closedclosed--loop flow control (e.g. TCP)loop flow control (e.g. TCP)
e.g. email, ftp e.g. email, ftp 
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GS vs. BE (cont.)GS vs. BE (cont.)
Degree of synchronyDegree of synchrony

time scale at which peer endpoints interacttime scale at which peer endpoints interact
GS are typically GS are typically synchronous synchronous or or interactiveinteractive

interact on the timescale of a round trip timeinteract on the timescale of a round trip time
e.g. telephone conversation or telnete.g. telephone conversation or telnet

BE are typically BE are typically asynchronous asynchronous or or nonnon--interactiveinteractive
interact on longer time scalesinteract on longer time scales
e.g. Emaile.g. Email

Sensitivity to time and delaySensitivity to time and delay
GS apps are GS apps are realreal--timetime

performance depends on wall clockperformance depends on wall clock
BE apps are typically indifferent to real timeBE apps are typically indifferent to real time

automatically scale back during overloadautomatically scale back during overload
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Example of Traffic ClassesExample of Traffic Classes
ATM Forum 

based on sensitivity to based on sensitivity to 
bandwidthbandwidth
GS GS 

CBR, VBRCBR, VBR

BEBE
ABR, UBRABR, UBR

IETFIETF
based on sensitivity to based on sensitivity to 
delaydelay
GSGS

intolerant intolerant 
toleranttolerant

BEBE
interactive burstinteractive burst
interactive bulkinteractive bulk
asynchronous bulkasynchronous bulk
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ATM Forum GS subclassesATM Forum GS subclasses
Constant Bit Rate (CBR)Constant Bit Rate (CBR)

constant, cellconstant, cell--smooth trafficsmooth traffic
mean and peak rate are the samemean and peak rate are the same
e.g. telephone call evenly sampled and uncompressede.g. telephone call evenly sampled and uncompressed
constant bandwidth, variable qualityconstant bandwidth, variable quality

Variable Bit Rate (VBR)Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
long term average with occasional burstslong term average with occasional bursts
try to minimize delaytry to minimize delay
can tolerate loss and higher delays than CBRcan tolerate loss and higher delays than CBR
e.g. compressed video or audio with constant quality, variable e.g. compressed video or audio with constant quality, variable 
bandwidthbandwidth
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ATM Forum BE subclassesATM Forum BE subclasses
Available Bit Rate (ABR)Available Bit Rate (ABR)

users get whatever is availableusers get whatever is available
zero loss if network signals (in RM cells) are obeyedzero loss if network signals (in RM cells) are obeyed
no guarantee on delay or bandwidthno guarantee on delay or bandwidth

Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)
like ABR, but no feedbacklike ABR, but no feedback
no guarantee on lossno guarantee on loss
presumably cheaperpresumably cheaper
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IETF GS subclassesIETF GS subclasses
Tolerant GSTolerant GS

nominal mean delay, but can tolerate “occasional” variationnominal mean delay, but can tolerate “occasional” variation
not specified what this means exactlynot specified what this means exactly
uses uses controlledcontrolled--load load service service 

book uses older terminology (predictive)book uses older terminology (predictive)
even at “high loads”, admission control assures a source that even at “high loads”, admission control assures a source that 
its service “does not suffer”its service “does not suffer”
it really is this imprecise!it really is this imprecise!

Intolerant GSIntolerant GS
need a worst case delay boundneed a worst case delay bound
equivalent to CBR+VBR in ATM Forum modelequivalent to CBR+VBR in ATM Forum model
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IETF BE subclassesIETF BE subclasses
Interactive burstInteractive burst

bounded asynchronous service, where bound is qualitative, bounded asynchronous service, where bound is qualitative, 
but pretty tightbut pretty tight

e.g. paging, messaging, emaile.g. paging, messaging, email

Interactive bulkInteractive bulk
bulk, but a human is waiting for the resultbulk, but a human is waiting for the result
e.g. FTPe.g. FTP

Asynchronous bulkAsynchronous bulk
bulk trafficbulk traffic
e.g P2Pe.g P2P
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Some points to ponderSome points to ponder
The only thing out there is CBR (example?) and The only thing out there is CBR (example?) and 
asynchronous bulk (example?)!asynchronous bulk (example?)!
These are application requirements. There are These are application requirements. There are 
also organizational requirements (how to also organizational requirements (how to 
provision provision QoSQoS endend--toto--end)end)
Users needs QoS for other things too!Users needs QoS for other things too!

billingbilling
reliability and availabilityreliability and availability
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ReadingReading
ReferenceReference

BertsekasBertsekas and and GallagerGallager, “Data Networks”, 2, “Data Networks”, 2ndnd

Edition, Chapter 3: Delay Models in Data Network, Edition, Chapter 3: Delay Models in Data Network, 
Prentice HallPrentice Hall
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Motivation for Traffic EngineeringMotivation for Traffic Engineering

Traffic engineering for a wideTraffic engineering for a wide--range of traffic range of traffic 
models and classes is difficult even  for a single models and classes is difficult even  for a single 
networking nodenetworking node
However, if we restrict ourselves to a small set However, if we restrict ourselves to a small set 
of traffic model, one can get some good of traffic model, one can get some good 
intuitionintuition

For example, traffic engineering in the telephone For example, traffic engineering in the telephone 
network has been effectivenetwork has been effective
The M/M/* queuing analysis is a simple and elegant The M/M/* queuing analysis is a simple and elegant 
way to perform basic traffic engineeringway to perform basic traffic engineering
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A Question …A Question …
Waiting time at two fastWaiting time at two fast--food stores MD and food stores MD and 
BKBK

In MD, a queue is formed at each of the m servers In MD, a queue is formed at each of the m servers 
(assume a customer chooses queue independently (assume a customer chooses queue independently 
and does not change queue once he/she joins the and does not change queue once he/she joins the 
queue)queue)
In BK, all customers wait at a single queue and In BK, all customers wait at a single queue and 
served by m serversserved by m servers
Which one is better? Which one is better? 
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Multiplexing of TrafficMultiplexing of Traffic
Traffic engineering involves the sharing of resource/link by Traffic engineering involves the sharing of resource/link by 
several traffic streamsseveral traffic streams
TimeTime--Division Multiplexing (TDM)Division Multiplexing (TDM)

Divide transmission into time slotsDivide transmission into time slots
Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)

Divide transmission into divide frequency channelsDivide transmission into divide frequency channels
For TDM/FDM, if there is no traffic in a data stream, For TDM/FDM, if there is no traffic in a data stream, 
bandwidth is wastedbandwidth is wasted
In statistical multiplexing, data from all traffic streams are In statistical multiplexing, data from all traffic streams are 
merged into a single queue and transmitted in a FIFO mannermerged into a single queue and transmitted in a FIFO manner
Statistical multiplexing Statistical multiplexing 

has smaller delay per packet than TDM/FDMhas smaller delay per packet than TDM/FDM
can have larger delay variancecan have larger delay variance
Results can be shown using queuing analysisResults can be shown using queuing analysis
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Little’sLittle’s TheoremTheorem
Given customer arrival rate (Given customer arrival rate (λλ), service rate (), service rate (µµ))

What is the average number of customers (What is the average number of customers (NN) in the system ) in the system 
and what is the average delay per customer (and what is the average delay per customer (TT) ?) ?

Let Let 
N(tN(t) = # of customers at time t) = # of customers at time t
αα(t(t) = # of customers arrived in the interval [0,t]) = # of customers arrived in the interval [0,t]
TTii = time spent in system by = time spent in system by iithth customercustomer

NNtt, “typical” # of customers up to time t is, “typical” # of customers up to time t is

t
t

NN lim
∞>−

=

ττ dN
t

t

∫0
)(1

t
t

λλ lim
∞>−

= t
t

TT lim
∞>−

=
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Little’sLittle’s TheoremTheorem
Little’sLittle’s Theorem: N = Theorem: N = λλTT

Average # of customers = average arrival rate * average delay Average # of customers = average arrival rate * average delay 
time of a customertime of a customer
Crowded system (large N) are associated with long customer Crowded system (large N) are associated with long customer 
delays and vice versa delays and vice versa 

T1

T2

N(τ)

Arrival, α(τ)

Departure, β(τ)
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Derivation of Derivation of Little’sLittle’s TheoremTheorem
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Little’sLittle’s Theorem (cont’d)Theorem (cont’d)
Little’sLittle’s Theorem is very general and holds for Theorem is very general and holds for 
almost every queuing system that reaches almost every queuing system that reaches 
statistics equilibrium in the limitstatistics equilibrium in the limit
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Example Example 
BG, Example 3.1BG, Example 3.1

L is the arrival rate in a transmission lineL is the arrival rate in a transmission line
NNQQ is the average # of packets in queue (not under is the average # of packets in queue (not under 
transmission)transmission)
W is the average time spent by a waiting packet W is the average time spent by a waiting packet 
(exclude packet being transmitted)(exclude packet being transmitted)
From LT, NFrom LT, NQQ = = λλWW
Furthermore, if X is the average transmission time, Furthermore, if X is the average transmission time, 

ρρ = = λλXX
wherewhere ρρ is the line’s utilization factor (proportion of time is the line’s utilization factor (proportion of time 
line is busy)line is busy)
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ExampleExample
BG, Example 3.2BG, Example 3.2

A network of transmission lines where packets arrived at n A network of transmission lines where packets arrived at n 
different nodes with rate different nodes with rate λλ1 1 λλ2 ,…,2 ,…,λλnn

N is total number of packets in networkN is total number of packets in network
Average delay per packet isAverage delay per packet is

independent of packet length distribution (service rate) and independent of packet length distribution (service rate) and 
routingrouting

∑
=

= n

i
i

NT

1
λ
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What is a Poisson Process?What is a Poisson Process?
A Poisson Process A Poisson Process A(tA(t)  )  

1.1. A(tA(t) is a ) is a counting processcounting process that represents the total that represents the total 
number of arrivals that have occurred from 0 to t, number of arrivals that have occurred from 0 to t, A(tA(t) ) ––
A(sA(s) equals the number of arrivals in the interval () equals the number of arrivals in the interval (s,ts,t]]

2.2. Number of arrivals that occur in disjoint intervals are Number of arrivals that occur in disjoint intervals are 
independentindependent

3.3. Number of arrivals in any interval Number of arrivals in any interval ττ is Poisson distributed is Poisson distributed 
with parameter with parameter λτλτ

!
)(})()({

n
entAtAP

nλττ λτ−==−+
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InterInter--arrival Timearrival Time

Based on the definition of Poisson process, what is the Based on the definition of Poisson process, what is the 
interinter--arrival time between arrivals?arrival time between arrivals?
The distribution of interThe distribution of inter--arrival time, t, can be arrival time, t, can be 
computed as computed as P{A(tP{A(t) = 0}) = 0}
Using only Property 2, it can be shown that interUsing only Property 2, it can be shown that inter--arrival arrival 
times are independent and exponentially distributed times are independent and exponentially distributed 
with parameter with parameter λλ

Inter-arrival time

Number of events in time interval t has a Poisson Distribution 
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Exponential DistributionExponential Distribution
Probability Density Probability Density 
DistributionDistribution

Cumulative Density Cumulative Density 
DistributionDistribution

MeanMean

VarianceVariance

λ
τ 1}{ =E

sesP λτ −−=≤ 1}{

λτλτ −= ep }{

2

1}{
λ

τ =Var
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Poisson ProcessPoisson Process
Merging:Merging: if two or more independent Poisson process if two or more independent Poisson process 
are merged into a single process, the merged process is are merged into a single process, the merged process is 
a Poisson process with a rate equal to the sum of the a Poisson process with a rate equal to the sum of the 
ratesrates
SplittingSplitting: if a Poisson process is split probabilistically : if a Poisson process is split probabilistically 
into two processes, the two processes are obtained are into two processes, the two processes are obtained are 
also Poissonalso Poisson
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MemorylessMemoryless PropertyProperty
For service time with exponential distribution, the For service time with exponential distribution, the 
additional time needed to complete a customer’s service additional time needed to complete a customer’s service 
in progress is independent of when the service startedin progress is independent of when the service started

InterInter--arrival time of bus arriving at a bus stop has an arrival time of bus arriving at a bus stop has an 
exponential distribution.  A random observer arrives at exponential distribution.  A random observer arrives at 
the bus stop and a bus just leave t seconds ago. How the bus stop and a bus just leave t seconds ago. How 
long should the observer expects to wait?  long should the observer expects to wait?  

}{}|{ rPttrP nnn >=>+> τττ
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Applications of Poisson ProcessApplications of Poisson Process
Poisson Process has a number of “nice” properties that Poisson Process has a number of “nice” properties that 
make it very useful for analytical and probabilistic make it very useful for analytical and probabilistic 
analysisanalysis
Has been used to model a large number of physical Has been used to model a large number of physical 
occurrences [KLE75]occurrences [KLE75]

Number of soldiers killed by their horse (1928)Number of soldiers killed by their horse (1928)
Sequence of gamma rays emitting from a radioactive particleSequence of gamma rays emitting from a radioactive particle
Call holding time of telephone callsCall holding time of telephone calls
In many cases, the sum of large number of independent In many cases, the sum of large number of independent 
stationary renewal process will tend to be a Poisson stationary renewal process will tend to be a Poisson 
processprocess

[KLE75] L. [KLE75] L. KleinrockKleinrock, “Queuing Systems,” , “Queuing Systems,” VolVol I, 1975.I, 1975.
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Basic Queuing ModelBasic Queuing Model

M/M/1

Arrival Process
Memoryless (or Poisson process with rate λ)

Departure Process 
Exponential with mean 1/µ

Number of servers

λ
µN

• Default N is infinite
• D  - deterministic, G - General
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0 1 2 n-1 n n+1

λ λ λ λ

µ µ µµ

λ λ

µ µ

• Model queue as a discrete time Markov chain
• Let Pn be the steady state probability that there are n 
customers in the queue
• Balance equation: at equilibrium, the probability a 
transition out of a state is equal to the probability of a 
transition into the same state 

Birth-Death Process
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Derivation of M/M/1 ModelDerivation of M/M/1 Model
Balance Equations: 

λP0 = µP1, λP1 = µP2, … , λPn-1 = µPn

Let ρ = λ/µ
ρP0 = P1, ρP1 = P2, … , ρPn-1 = Pn

Pn = ρnP0
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Derivation of M/M/1 ModelDerivation of M/M/1 Model

Pn = ρnP0

Σn Pn = Σn ρnP0  = P0 / (1 – ρ) = 1 (ρ < 1)

P0 = (1 – ρ)

Pn = ρn (1 – ρ) 

Average Number of Customers in System, N

N = Σn nPn =  ρ / (1 – ρ) = λ / (µ – λ)
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Properties of M/M/1 QueueProperties of M/M/1 Queue

N = N = ρ / (1 ρ / (1 –– ρ) = λ / ( µ ρ) = λ / ( µ –– λ )λ )

ρρ can be interpreted as the utilization of the queuecan be interpreted as the utilization of the queue

System is unstable if System is unstable if ρ ρ > 1 or > 1 or λ > µλ > µ as N is not boundedas N is not bounded

In M/M/1 queue, there is no blocking/dropping, so In M/M/1 queue, there is no blocking/dropping, so 
waiting time can increase without any limitwaiting time can increase without any limit

Buffer space is infinite, so customers are not rejectedBuffer space is infinite, so customers are not rejected

But there are “infinite number” of customers in frontBut there are “infinite number” of customers in front
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M/M/1M/M/1
From From Little’sLittle’s Theorem, Theorem, 

λµρλ
ρ

λ −
=

−
==

1
)1(

NT

λµ
ρ

µλµ −
=−

−
=

11W
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More properties of M/M/1More properties of M/M/1

Utilization
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ExampleExample
BG, Example 3.8 (Statistical Multiplexing vs. BG, Example 3.8 (Statistical Multiplexing vs. 
TDM)TDM)

Allocate each Poisson stream its own queue (Allocate each Poisson stream its own queue (λ,µλ,µ) or ) or 
shared a single faster queue (shared a single faster queue (kkλλ,k,kµµ)?)?
Increase Increase λλ and and µµ or a queue by a constant k > 1 or a queue by a constant k > 1 
ρ ρ = = kkλλ/k/kµ = µ = λ/µλ/µ ((no change in utilization)no change in utilization)
N = N = ρ / 1ρ / 1−−ρ = λ / µ ρ = λ / µ –– λ (λ (no changeno change))
What changes?What changes?

T = 1/k(T = 1/k(µµ –– λλ))
Average transmission delay decreases by a factor kAverage transmission delay decreases by a factor k

Why?Why?
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ExampleExample
BG, Example 3.9BG, Example 3.9

Consider k TDM/FDM channelsConsider k TDM/FDM channels
From previous example, merging k channels into a From previous example, merging k channels into a 
single (k times faster) will keep the same N but single (k times faster) will keep the same N but 
reduces average delay by kreduces average delay by k
So why use TDM/FDM ?So why use TDM/FDM ?

Some traffic are not Poisson. For example, voice traffic Some traffic are not Poisson. For example, voice traffic 
are “regular” with one voice packet every 20msare “regular” with one voice packet every 20ms
Merging multiplexing traffic streams into a single channel Merging multiplexing traffic streams into a single channel 
incurs buffering, “queuing delay” and jitter  incurs buffering, “queuing delay” and jitter  
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Extension to M/M/m QueueExtension to M/M/m Queue

0 1 2 m-1 m m+1

λ λ λ λ

µ 2µ (m−1)µ3µ

λ λ

mµ mµ

• There are m servers, a customer is served by one of the 
servers
• λpn-1 = nµpn (n <= m)
• λpn-1 = mµpn (n > m)
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Derivation of M/M/m ModelDerivation of M/M/m Model
Balance Equations: 

λP0 = µP1, λP1 = 2µP2, 
… , λPn-1 = nµPn

Let ρ = λ/mµ

mn
n

mpp
n

n ≤= ,
!
)(

0
ρ

mn
m

mpp
nm

n >= ,
!0
ρ
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Derivation of M/M/m ModelDerivation of M/M/m Model

1
0

=∑
∞

=n
np

In order to compute Pn, P0 must be 
computed first.
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Extension to M/M/m/m QueueExtension to M/M/m/m Queue

0 1 2 m-1 m

λ λ λ

µ 2µ (m−1)µ3µ

λ λ

mµ

• There are m servers and m buffer size
• This is no buffering
• Calls are either served or rejected, calls rejected are lost
• Common model for telephone switching
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M/M/m/m QueueM/M/m/m Queue

Balanced Equations:Balanced Equations:
λλPP00 = = µµPP11, , λλPP11 = 2= 2µµPP22, … , , … , λλPPnn--11 = = nnµµPPnn

Pn = P0 (ρn) / n!

Σm
n Pn = Σm

n P0 (ρn) / n! = 1
P0 = (Σm

n (ρn) / n!) -1

When does loss happens?
Loss happens when a customer arrives and see m 
customers in the system
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M/M/m/m QueueM/M/m/m Queue

PASTA: Poisson Arrival see times averagesPASTA: Poisson Arrival see times averages
PPmm is time averageis time average
Use time averages to compute loss rateUse time averages to compute loss rate

Loss for M/M/m/m queue is computed as the Loss for M/M/m/m queue is computed as the 
probability that there are m customers in the system:probability that there are m customers in the system:

((ρρmm/m/m!) ( !) ( ΣΣmm
n=0n=0 ((ρρnn/n/n!) ) !) ) --11

The above equation is known as The above equation is known as ErlangErlang BB formula formula 
and widely used to evaluate blocking probabilityand widely used to evaluate blocking probability
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What is an What is an ErlangErlang??
An An ErlangErlang is a unit of telecommunications traffic measurement is a unit of telecommunications traffic measurement 
and represents the continuous use of one voice pathand represents the continuous use of one voice path

Average number of calls in progressAverage number of calls in progress
Computing Computing ErlangErlang

Call arrival rate:Call arrival rate: λλ
Call Holding time is: 1/Call Holding time is: 1/µµ, call departure rate = , call departure rate = µ µ 
System load in System load in ErlangErlang is is λ/µλ/µ

Example: Example: 
λλ = 1 calls/sec, 1/= 1 calls/sec, 1/µµ = 100sec, load = 1/0.01 = 100 = 100sec, load = 1/0.01 = 100 ErlangsErlangs
λλ = 10 calls/sec, 1/= 10 calls/sec, 1/µµ = 10sec, load = 10/0.1 = 100 = 10sec, load = 10/0.1 = 100 ErlangsErlangs

Load is function of the ratio of arrival rate to departure rate,Load is function of the ratio of arrival rate to departure rate,
independent of the specific ratesindependent of the specific rates
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ErlangErlang B TableB Table

75.275.280.980.984.184.187.9787.97100100

24.524.527.327.329.029.031.031.04040

9.419.4111.111.112.0312.0313.1913.192020

3.093.093.963.964.464.465.085.081010

0.760.761.131.131.361.361.661.6655

0.0010.0010.0050.0050.010.010.020.0211

P=0.001P=0.001P=0.005P=0.005P=0.01P=0.01P=0.02P=0.02# of # of 
Servers (N)Servers (N)

Capacity (Capacity (ErlangsErlangs) for grade of service of) for grade of service of
• For a given grade of 
service, a larger capacity 
system is more efficient 
(statistical multiplexing)

• A larger system incurs 
a larger changes in 
blocking probability 
when the system load 
changes
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ExampleExample
If there are 40 servers and target blocking rate is If there are 40 servers and target blocking rate is 
2%, what is largest load supported?2%, what is largest load supported?

P=0.02, N = 40P=0.02, N = 40
Load supported = 31 Load supported = 31 ErlangErlang

Calls arrived at a rate of 1calls/sec and the Calls arrived at a rate of 1calls/sec and the 
average holding time is 12 sec. How many trunk average holding time is 12 sec. How many trunk 
is needed to maintain call blocking of less than is needed to maintain call blocking of less than 
1%?1%?

Load = 1*12 = Load = 1*12 = 1212 ErlangErlang
From From ErlangErlang B table, if P=0.01, N >= 20B table, if P=0.01, N >= 20
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MultiMulti--Class QueueClass Queue
We can extend the Markov Chain for We can extend the Markov Chain for 
M/M/M/M/m/nm/n to multito multi--class queuesclass queues
Such queues can be useful, for example, in cases Such queues can be useful, for example, in cases 
where there is preferential treatment for one where there is preferential treatment for one 
class over anotherclass over another
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Network of QueuesNetwork of Queues
In a network, departing traffic from a queue is In a network, departing traffic from a queue is 
strongly correlated with packet lengths beyond strongly correlated with packet lengths beyond 
the first queue. This traffic is the input to the the first queue. This traffic is the input to the 
next queue.next queue.

Analysis using M/G/1 is affectedAnalysis using M/G/1 is affected
KleinrockKleinrock Independence ApproximationIndependence Approximation

Poisson arrivals at entry pointsPoisson arrivals at entry points
Densely connected networkDensely connected network
Moderate to heavy traffic loadModerate to heavy traffic load

Network with Product Form SolutionsNetwork with Product Form Solutions


